**LightStack™ Ultra High Density Plug & Play System**

1. Bottom mounting screws can be partially threaded to act as a hold position for the enclosure during install. Bracket is slid down the rail and can help take the weight load from the installer. Top position screws can then be installed. Bottom position screws can then be tightened for final position.

2. To avoid end face contamination, leave all dust caps on during cassette insertion.

3. Cassette Insertion
**LightStack™ Ultra High Density Plug & Play System**

**Cassette Insertion**

1. Insert the cassette into the system.
2. Ensure proper alignment.

**Cassette Removal**

1. Push the cassette outward to remove.
2. Do not rotate past 90° left or right of center.

**Additional Information**

- 6" (15 cm) distance for safe handling.

---

*Note: Images may be worth a thousand words.*
1. Leg farthest from Tie down bracket 21.25" (54cm)
2. Leg 2nd farthest from Tie down bracket 18" (46cm)
3. Leg 3rd farthest from Tie down bracket 14.5 " (37cm)
4. Leg 4th farthest from Tie down bracket 13.75 " (35cm)

Leg length should be measured from end of connector down cable. Cable should be measured straight.

Install MTP Trunks from bottom to top of Enclosure.
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1. Leg farthest from Tie down bracket 21.5" (54.6cm)
2. Leg 2nd farthest from Tie down bracket 18" (45.7cm)
3. Leg 3rd farthest from Tie down bracket 15.5" (39.37cm)
4. Leg 4th farthest from Tie down bracket 14.5" (36.8cm)
5. Leg 5th farthest from Tie down bracket 13.5" (34.3cm)
6. Leg 6th farthest from Tie down bracket 13" (33cm)

Leg length should be measured from end of connector down cable. Cable should be measured straight.
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LightStack 12
OR
LightStack 8

Applying to shelves:
- LightStack 12: Apply to Top Shelf, Apply to Second Shelf, Apply to Third Shelf, Apply to Bottom Shelf
- LightStack 8: Apply to Top Shelf, Apply to Second Shelf, Apply to Third Shelf, Apply to Bottom Shelf
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To assist safe installations, comply with the following:

A. Use caution when installing or modifying telecommunications circuits.
B. Never touch uninsulated wire terminals unless the circuit has been disconnected.
C. Never install this device in a wet location.
D. Never install wiring during a lightning storm.